GE Energy Consulting provides innovative solutions across the entire spectrum of power generation, delivery, and utilization. With our cross-company expertise, we solve the tough techno-economic problems to enable grid resiliency, proactive diversity strategies for the grid of the future, the benefits of renewable energy, and the cost reductions and environmental improvements associated with integrating renewables.

** DYK? **

GE Energy Consulting models electrical grids across all electrical systems and offers a wide range of industry topics. Our team is ready to support you and your organization. We continue to grow our team of experts, and we have several opportunities for our customers and colleagues across the industry to interact with our team and colleagues at GE. From webinars and online training opportunities to technology partnerships, there are several opportunities for our customers and partners across the world today at GE Energy Consulting in partnership with NYISO and Penn State University will be hosting "Integrating Renewables? Register today!" webinar on Wednesday, June 9 and May 26.

** Upcoming GE Webinars **

- ** "Frozen in TX: How systems diversity helps keep the lights on" webinar on January 19, 2021**
- ** "Why Gas Power for a Changing Grid" webinar on May 25, 2021**
- ** "Dynamic Power Flow and DER Integration" webinar on June 9, 2021**

*For more information and online registration (coming soon), visit geenergyconsulting.com.*

*For full job descriptions, GE Careers information, and to apply, visit geenergyconsulting.com today.*

**That's a wrap… GE PSLF 2021 UGM**

The Spring season is here in upstate New York and thanks in large part to the vaccine rollout, COVID-19 cases continue to decline across the United States. However, COVID-19 continues to surge and impact our way of life in many parts of the world. Our thoughts and prayers continue this tradition by providing innovative solutions across the entire spectrum of power generation, delivery, and utilization. With our cross-company expertise, we solve the tough techno-economic problems to enable grid resiliency, proactive diversity strategies for the grid of the future, the benefits of renewable energy, and the cost reductions and environmental improvements associated with integrating renewables.

**Resources**, **GE's Energy Consulting business** can serve a diverse global client base. About Us | Resources & Practice Areas | Products & Services | Education & Training | Contact Us

*About Us | Resources & Practice Areas | Products & Services | Education & Training | Contact Us*